Quintozene contains undeclared
high levels of dioxins

What is the Issue
with QUINTOZENE ?
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Testing undertaken by the A u s t r a l i a n P e s t i c i d e s a n d V e t e r i n a r y Me d i c i n e s
A u t h o r i t y on particular batches of the quintozene active constituent and products containing quintozene indicated that those batches CONTAINED UNDECLARED
HIGH LEVELS OF DIOXINS .
A human health risk assessment carried out by the O f f i c e o f C h e m i c a l S a f e t y
and Environ mental Hea lth in the Department of Health and Ageing f or Aust r a l i a n P e s t i c i d e s a n d V e t e r i n a r y Me d i c i n e s A u t h o r i t y has shown that dioxin

levels in quintozene products from those batches

COULD BE A RISK TO HEALTH
FOR WORKERS APPLYING THE PRODUCTS IN SOME SITUATIONS .

The contaminated active constituent from which the Au s t r a l i a products are
made is imported from overseas. Other countries, such as the U n i t e d S t a t e s
and C a n a d a , use the same active constituent source.

Chemical Regulator SUSPENDS
Chemical QUINTOZENE because
of DIOXIN Contamination
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A u s t r a l i a n P e s t i c i d e s a n d V e t e r i n a r y M e d i c i n e s A u t h o r i t y has SUSPENDED all

approvals and registrations for the chemical quintozene and its products.
The decision was made after UNDECLARED DIOXIN IMPURITIES were found in quintozene products at levels that may present health risks to workers who frequently apply them.
Dioxins are chemical compounds that have been linked with a number of cancer and non–cancer health effects including reproductive effects and suppression of the immune system.
The impact of the decision is that quintozene products CANNOT BE SUPPLIED OR
USED in A u s t r a l i a until further notice. The period of suspension is 12 months,
but it may be modified depending upon receipt of new scientific information.
Quintozene is a fungicide registered for use in A u s t r a l i a is used to control fungal diseases on bowling greens and golf greens, and for a small number of post–
emergence uses on ornamentals.
Products containing quintozene have very limited use in agriculture or food
production, and are not used in the home garden.
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Dioxins are formed through natural and industrial combustion processes.
They can also be formed as unintended by–products of the manufacturing
processes for certain types of chemicals.
They may appear in some pesticides at trace levels.
With improvements to manufacturing and analytical technology, it has become
possible to better manage production processes to keep dioxins contamination
below levels of concern.
Generally, it has been considered that the contribution that modern pesticides
make to background dioxin emissions to the environment is very small.
It was only in J u n e 20 0 9 that A u s t r a l i a n P e s t i c i d e s a n d V e t e r i n a r y Me d i c i n e s
A u t h o r i t y received information that some quintozene products may contain dioxins at levels sufficiently high to be of possible human health concern.
Recent analysis indicates that dioxin levels in a number of approved pesticides
that were tested are in the order of 20 to 1000 times lower than those found
for quintozene.

DIOXINS
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What are dioxins ?
The word « dioxin » refers to a group of chemical compounds sharing similar
chemical structures, properties and biological properties.
Why are they of concern ?
Dioxins accumulate in the fat of animals and humans and are persistent in the
environment.
Certain of the dioxins are toxic to various degrees.
The dioxins identified as toxic have been linked with a number of cancer and
non–cancer health effects including reproductive effects and suppression of the
immune system.
Pesticides have not been routinely monitored for dioxins in A u s t r a l i a or overseas.
As a result of improvements to manufacturing methods in the last 20 years,
dioxin impurities in pesticides were believed to be at levels below what might be
a human health concern for agricultural workers and bystanders.
They were also believed to make a very low contribution to overall annual dioxin emissions to the environment.

Manufacturers of quintozene have
initiated a voluntary recall

Removal of QUINTOZENE
From Sale in Australia
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Manufacturers of the chemical quintozene have initiated a VOLUNTARY RECALL
following the SUSPENSION OF ALL QUINTOZENE PRODUCTS in A p r i l [ 2 0 1 0 ] by A u s tralian Pest icides and Vete rina ry Medicines Authority.
The

VOLUNTARY RECALL is aimed
QUINTOZENE PRODUCTS FROM SALE .

Quintozene was

at retail suppliers to

REMOVE ALL SUSPENDED

by A u s t r a l i a n P e s t i c i d e s a n d V e t e r i n a r y M e d i c i n e s A u t h o r i t y in A p r i l [ 2 0 1 0 ] following DETECTION OF DIOXIN IMPURITIES in
some batches of quintozene products.
SUSPENDED

It cannot be supplied in A u s t r a l i a until further notice.

Withdrawal of Quintozene

ing this decision. We will provide an update as
soon as this is available. »

Quintozene will be withdrawn from the Canadian market as of December 31st, 2010.

Description of Quintozene

It has also been withdrawn from the United
States ( U.S. ) market.

Quintozene is a FUNGICIDE that is also known
as PCNB.

Moreover, quintozene has been withdrawn or
suspended in Austria ( 1988 ), Finland
( 1996 ), Germany ( 1988 ), the European Union ( 2000 ), and Australia ( 2010 ).

This active ingredient has been used in the Golf
Industry in very affordable products like Terraclor and FF II.

Quintozene Cancellation Schedule

It is classified as a Group 14 fungicide and an
organo–chlorine.

th

On July 14 , 2010, the Pest Management
Regulatory Association of Health Canada
updated Canadian Golf Superintendents Association ( CGSA ) about the STATUS of the golf
course fungicide quintozene in Canada ―
« Recently, [ CGSA was ] notified of the release of Health Canada’s decision document
( RVD2010–06 ) regarding quintozene use in
Canada. We received several inquiries regarding the implementation details of the decision
for turf uses, which are as follows ― »

As of December 31, 2010, all turf uses of
quintozene fungicide will be cancelled. After
that date, no product with turf use claims will
be allowed to be imported, sold, or used in
Canada. »

«

[ Hence, stockpiling will NOT be permitted. ]
« Canadian fungicide registrants will be responsible for replacing all end–use product labels with revised labels in the marketplace by
December 31, 2010. »
« The Canadian quintozene technical registrant, Amvac, will be responsible for disposing
of any remaining product ( labelled with cancelled uses ) from the Canadian distribution
system and in the hands of users. »
« With regards to fertilizer–quintozene combination products, PMRA is currently in discussion with Canada Food Inspection Agency regarding appropriate timeframes for implement-

Quintozene is a product that was brought to
market fifty years ago, in the mid–Twentieth
Century.
The first Canadian registration date for Quintozene 75% Wettable Powder Fungicide was
1959.

Use of Quintozene

Quintozene is used to control diseases like the
Snow Molds, which are located in the thatch
and soil, as well as on the foliage.
Best results are obtained when quintozene is
used in a PREVENTIVE application program.
It is sometimes recommended that quintozene
be watered lightly as a SOIL DRENCH to wash
the chemical down into the soil.

Problems Associated with Quintozene

Turf managers have claimed to experience
several problems when using quintozene, especially when maximum rates are used.
Here are some examples ―
● Chemical root–pruning of desirable grasses,
especially after continuous and repeated use
for several years

● Death of turfgrasses in areas of application
over–lap

● humid conditions are caused by UNCEASING RAIN and MELTING SNOW, or

● Increased injury from specific diseases,
such as Take–All

●

●

Phyto–toxic tip burn of turfgrass leaves

● SENSITIVITY TO RAIN AND MELTING–
SNOW, leading to a poor DURATION OF CONTROL and the need for an increased frequency
of application

when foliage does not stop growing.

In both situations, the amount of fungicide remaining on the foliage may be insufficient to
provide adequate control against the Snow
Mold diseases.
The amount of fungicide applied late in the fall,
JUST PRIOR TO THE FIRST PERMANENT SNOW
FALL, must persist until snow–melt, and preferably until early spring.

Effects of Climate on Quintozene
Some fungicides will persist longer than others.
In recent years, quintozene was NOT the best
disease control product available to the Golf
Industry.
Rain and melting snow severely affect the performance of quintozene.
A single application of this, or any other fungicide product, will NOT always provide sufficient
always provide a sufficient level of control of
the Snow Mold diseases of turf.
In Eastern Canada, fungicide applications may
need to be repeated several times for the control of Snow Mold, in at least FOUR distinct periods of time ―
●

During winter, after a mid–winter thaw

For example, more modern Twenty–First Century fungicides, like iprodione ( Rovral Green )
and especially Instrata, will tend to REMAIN
LONGER on foliage than older chemicals like
quintozene.
In general, practical field experience has indicated that iprodione, and many other modern
ingredients, have a LOW SENSITIVITY to rain
or melting–snow, tolerating up to FIVE–
INCHES of accumulated rain.
On the other hand, quintozene may have a
HIGHER SENSITIVITY to rain or melting snow,
tolerating NO MORE THAN THREE–INCHES of
accumulated rain.

Advantages of Quintozene

● Early in the spring, immediately after
snow–melt
● Early winter, just prior to the first permanent snow–fall
● Late in the fall, during periods of high rain
fall

Comparison with Modern Fungicides

For the control of Snow Mold diseases, the DURATION OF FUNGICIDE CONTROL will be ADVERSELY AFFECTED when ...

Some turf managers claim that quintozene
provides a major advantage over other more
conventional fungicides, since its mode of action is multi–site.
Many modern fungicides are classified as single–site, and hence, have been deemed as
higher in risk for problems of disease resistance to the product.
It should be noted that the resistance of fungicides to Snow Mold diseases is a RARE occurrence, and it is UNLIKELY that ANY turf manager will EVER encounter resistance to any
pest control product at any time throughout
his/her career.

Some turf managers select quintozene because
it is AFFORDABLE.
However, affordability is inconsequential once
the problems associated with quintozene are
put into perspective.

America’s Decision Regarding Quintozene

In the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency ( EPA ) concluded that the risks
when using quintozene were SUBSTANTIAL
from an environmental standpoint.
The major concerns cited are [ the EMPHASIS
is our own. ] ...

CGSA Attempt to
« Save Quintozene »

Incredibly, some trade associations have
SQUANDERED an enormous amount of their
resources in the pointless attempt to « Save
Quintozene ».
For example, Canadian Golf Superintendents
Association ( CGSA ) petitioned the Pest Management Regulatory Agency of Health Canada (
PMRA ) concerning the future of quintozene in
the market place.
Here is an excerpt from the CGSA petition on
March 23rd, 2009 ―
« [ ... ] the snow mould [ sic ] application is

● Quintozene is PERSISTENT IN THE ENVIRONMENT, with aerobic and an anaerobic soil
metabolism half–life of 189 and 30 DAYS, respectively
● Quintozene BIOACCUMULATES in the
aquatic food chain. It persists in the environment ( half–life in soil of greater than 60
days ), accumulates in human and other species ( bio–concentration factor greater than
1000 days ), and is toxic to fish and invertebrates on acute exposure basis
● Quintozene is HIGHLY VOLATILE, and may
be carried by long–range atmospheric transport. For example, significant quintozene residues have been detected in regions where the
product was never been extensively used, such
as Saskatchewan.
● Quintozene is immobile in most soils, but
potentially able to partition to organic matter in
the soils, and move to surface water through
erosion. Therefore, the surface water was
FOUND MORE LIKELY TO BE CONTAMINATED.
The Environmental Protection Agency concluded that the re–registration of quintozene
was acceptable provided that ALL TURF USES
WERE TERMINATED.
It is not surprising that Pest Management
Regulatory Agency of Health Canada ( PMRA )
followed with the same decision, by PROHIBITING the SALE and USE of quintozene beyond
2010.

the most costly of all applications made during
the season. Therefore, it is imperative that
golf course superintendents have reliable and
cost effective options available. The quintozene–based products provide consistent disease
control at prices that are significantly more
cost effective than alternative chemistries currently registered for snow mould [ sic ]. The
loss of quintozene will significantly limit the
ability of some golf courses to adequately protect their courses from this disease. »
« Although there are alternative fungicides
available to golf superintendents for snow
mould [ sic ] control, quintozene is a major
tool in a resistance management program.
Quintozene is one of only a few contact fungicides and has a multi–site mode of action.
Most of the newer fungicides have a single site
mode of action. If quintozene is no longer
available, these single site products will have
to be used more often. [ ?!?! ] »
«

IN

This will cause a significant INCREASE
THE RISK OF RESISTANCE occurring.

[ ?!?! ] »
« The loss of quintozene would have DRAMATIC

FINANCIAL AND AGRONOMIC IMPACTS ON
GOLF COURSES ACROSS CANADA [ ?!?! ]. »
« The CGSA respectfully requests that, as part

of the re–evaluation process, the PMRA give
consideration to the value of quintozene within
the turf industry and to the continuation of its
availability to the golf course sector. »

Putting Fungicide Use into Perspective

The CGSA may have EXAGGERATED the financial impact associated with the loss of quintozene.
Overall, fungicide usage on the golf course
represents LESS THAN TEN PER CENT of a golf
course maintenance budget, whereas employee remuneration and fertilizers may be as
high as EIGHTY PER CENT of the budget.
It can be argued that efforts to tighten the golf
course budget can be more effectively focused
on manpower and nutrients.

Dependence on Quintozene

It should also be noted that in Canadian regions that are severely prone to the development of Fusarium Patch disease ( a form of
Snow Mold ), particularly in the Pacific Northwest, quintozene is the product of choice ―
IN GRANULAR FORM.
Granular quintozene is applied with ordinary
rotary or drop spreaders.
The DEPENDENCE of the Golf Industry on this
formulation is a direct result of the REFUSAL of
many turf managers to purchase and operate
modern LIQUID spray application equipment.
The loss of quintozene will likely represent an
opportunity for many turf managers to advance themselves with modern Twenty–First
Century application equipment with modern
Twenty–First Century products.
After the complete withdrawal of quintozene,
all fungicides available for the control of Snow
Molds will need to be applied with a sprayer.

CGSA Squandering of Resources
on Quintozene

commented that it is INCOMPREHENSIBLE that
Canadian Golf Superintendents Association (
CGSA ) would SQUANDER its resources in order to « Save Quintozene ».
Observers have also pointed out that CGSA
should devote its resources to more serious issues concerning pest control products, such as
the imminent threat of a NATION–WIDE PROHIBITION of pest control products, and the
predictable REVOCATION of the Golf Industry
Exception Status.
Moreover, by defending a product associated
with serious health, environmental, and turf
phyto–toxicity issues, the CGSA has WEAKENED its credibility as a public affairs spokesman for the Golf Industry.
Why did CGSA leaders even attempt to « Save
Quintozene » ?
Rather than deal with more legitimate issues,
CGSA leaders seemingly prefer to « Wag The
Dog ».

Description of CGSA Actions
to « Wag The Dog »

The leaders of Canadian Golf Superintendents
Association ( CGSA ) are seemingly OBLIVIOUS
to the LOOMING SHIPWRECK which is on a
COLLISION COURSE with Golf Industry PROHIBITION of its pest control products.
CGSA leaders prefer to « Wag The Dog ».
Furthermore, the leaders of CGSA have decided to ENDORSE the PROHIBITION of pest
control products, and SUPPORT the policies of
Environmental–Terror–Organizations
...
as
long as the Golf Industry is provided with an
Exception Status.
The 1500 professional members of CGSA
NEVER ratified this DISGUSTING and UNACCEPTABLE DECISION.
This will ultimately lead to their DOOM !

In view of the many questions concerning the
safety of quintozene, to both the environment
and desirable turfgrasses, observers have

Moreover, CGSA leaders continue to deceive its
DOOMED members with statements like ―

« The Province of British Columbia is currently
conducting a consultation exercise to determine if it should adopt legislation prohibiting
the use of pesticides for cosmetic purposes on
both private and public lands. [ ... ] »

There is no indication that golf will be included in the prohibition. [ ... ] Golf’s use of
Health Canada approved pesticide products is
not cosmetic. »

This event was CONCOCTED in order to take
political pressure away from the sex scandal.

Real–life recent political examples of « Wag
The Dog » include the following ...

«

Crisis ? What Crisis ?

There are jurisdictions in British Columbia and
Prince Edward Island that are already considering REVOKING the Golf Industry Exception
Status.
The leaders of Canadian Golf Superintendents
Association ( CGSA ) do NOT understand that
they are now living in THE 9/11 ERA OF ENVIRONMENTAL TERROR, which will STRIKE
AGAINST the Golf Industry.
Rather than deal with the LOOMING GOLF INDUSTRY SHIPWRECK, CGSA leaders prefer to
« Wag The Dog ».
The Enviro–Terrorist THREAT against the Golf
Industry is LOOMING !

CGSA « Wag The Dog » with Quintozene

The motivation of CGSA leaders to « Save
Quintozene » may be seen as an example of a
trade association performing what is called
« Wag The Dog ».
« Wag The Dog » is best known as a 1997 film
starring Robert De Niro and Dustin Hoffman.
This film was based on the novel « American
Hero ».
It is the story of a group of people who attempt to DISTRACT the U.S. electorate from a
presidential sex scandal by hiring a Hollywood
producer to fabricate a fake war with Albania.

● Premiers of Quebec CONCOCTED Referendums for Separation, which were used to DISTRACT the electorate from problems with the
economy
● President Bill Clinton CONCOCTED the NATO
bombing of Kosovo, which was used to DISTRACT the electorate from his sex scandal with
Monica Lewinski
● President George H. W. Bush CONCOCTED
Operation Desert Storm
● President Jimmy Carter CONCOCTED Operation Eagle Claw, which was used to DISTRACT the electorate from his weaknesses as
President
● The leaders of Canadian Golf Superintendents Association CONCOCTED « Save Quintozene » to DISTRACT its membership from
the LOOMING SHIPWRECK which is on a COLLISION COURSE with Golf Industry PROHIBITION of ALL pest control products, including
those used in the Golf Industry
Rather than deal with the LOOMING GOLF INDUSTRY SHIPWRECK, CGSA leaders clearly
prefer to « Wag The Dog ».
To implement a doomed operation to « Save
Quintozene » is a means of diverting negative
attention away from the more serious and
complex issues surrounding the PROHIBITION
of pest control products that are FEDERALLY
LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY
IRREPLACEABLE.

Leaders Responsible for
« Wag The Dog »

Observers do not necessarily hold the elected
CGSA leadership responsible for the DISGUSTING and UNACCEPTABLE DECISIONS of CGSA.

Some observers blame the Administrative Staff
of CGSA.

Nor does CGSA Administrative Staff seem to
understand the issues regarding DIOXINS.

As is the case within many trade associations,
the administrators frequently dictate policy for
the elected officials.

In fact, observers strongly recommend that
CGSA Administrative Staff be removed from
the functions of Public Affairs.

Unfortunately, observers have concluded that
CGSA Administrative Staff is perhaps NOT
SUITED for the task of Public Affairs.

Distractions like « Crisis ? What Crisis ? » and
« Wag The Dog » must end !

Force Of Nature presents THE WHOLE
TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from National Organization Responding Against Huje that seek to harm or misinform
the
Green
Space
Industry
(NORAHG). It is a series of Reports destined for the Green Space Industry, the
Environmental Terror Movement, Governments, and the Media, nationwide across
Canada, the United States, and overseas.
This Report has been developed for the
education and entertainment of the reader
by providing TECHNICAL INFORMATION
WITH COMMENTARY. The neutrality of the
Report might be disputed.
The information presented in this Report is
for preliminary planning only. Before making a final decision, the turf manager is expected to obtain trusted expert advice from
extension specialists, local distributors
and/or agronomists.
All decisions must
take into account the prevailing growing
conditions, the time of year, and the established management practices.
All products mentioned in this Report should be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s directions, and according to provincial, state, or federal law. For the official advantages, benefits, features, precautions, and restrictions
concerning any product, the turf manager must rely only on the information furnished by the manufacturer. The
mention of trade names does not constitute a guarantee or a warranty.
All information, excerpts, and pictures contained in this Report were found somewhere on the Internet, and may be
considered in the public domain, serving one of the following purposes ― archive, education, promotion, publicity,
or press release. Force Of Nature is TOTALLY INDEPENDENT of any trade association or business operating within
the Green Space Industry. Don’t thank us. It’s a public service. And we are glad to do it.
Force Of Nature is the brainchild of William H. Gathercole and his entourage. Mr. Gathercole is a principal founder
of the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry in both Ontario and Quebec. He holds a degree in Horticulture from
the University of Guelph, and another pure and applied science degree from McGill University. He has worked in
virtually all aspects of the Green Space Industry, including golf, professional lawn care, and distribution. Mr. Gathercole has supervised, consulted, programmed, and/or overseen the successful execution of hundreds of thousands
of management operations in the urban landscape. He has trained, instructed, and advised thousands of turf managers and technicians. Mr. Gathercole has also been an agricultural agronomist. Mr. Gathercole is personally credited for crafting the Exception Status that has allowed the Golf Industry to avoid being subjected to the prohibition
of pest control products. He is also the creator of the signs that are now used for posting after application. Mr.
Gathercole is now retired, although his name continues to appear as the founder of Force Of Nature.
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